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1 AD-DSL and IPC-1754 Standard
The Aerospace and Defence Declarable Substances List (AD-DSL) is available in multiple formats: Microsoft Excel (.XLSX), PDF format and XML format.

The AD-DSL is compatible with the IPC-1754 data exchange standard and its SubstanceList schema (XSD) controlling the XML format of the list.

The AD-DSL is provided with its own schema (XSD) extending the IPC-1754 schema for SubstanceList.

2 AD-DSL Content Change History
AD-DSL version 6.0 has been updated to include additional declarable substances because information on the usage of these substances in the AD supply chain is of concern to IAEG® for chemicals management and reporting purposes. No Schema changes have occurred since version 4.1.

3 AD-DSL Support & Maintenance
AD-DSL standard is owned and maintained by IAEG®. It is available on the IAEG® website (www.iaeg.com) on the “Aerospace and Defence Declarable Substances List ("AD-DSL")” webpage: http://www.iaeg.com/chemicalrpt/addsl

Please use this contact email for questions or improvement suggestions related to the AD-DSL or its supporting information: substancerreporting.support@iaeg.com